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~aper to Professor H. Banton on the matters under reviel; by the 
Royal Commission on Criminal Procedure. 

David .E. Leach 

'I.. This paper is intended as an operational Policeman's 

view on the matters under review by The Royal Commission on 

Criminal Procedure. Ha\~ng discussed various aspects of 

published evidence presented to the Commission with Professor 

Banton in the latter stages of my secondment to Bristol 

Uni versi t"J he invited me to prepare the paper. On graduation 

~ then Chief Constable agreed to my responding to the 

invit~tion. The official. Police representative bodies have 

submitted comprehensive reports to the Commission whic..'l this 

paper does not presume to emulate, it is rather a personal 

response formulated from experience of Police work in the 

area under revie"'. It" posting to the Division handling the 

highest number of arrested persons within my Force's are~ 

has facilitated discussion with' officers widely experienced 

in charge and interview' procedures. "'Jhile some of their vie~'1s 

have been incorporated, or haye assisted the formulation of rrry 

own ideas, I must declare that, while ac~nowled.e,'"ing the 

assistance of others, the views expressed here are mine. I can 

make no claim as to the representativeness of these v.i:ews 

although I have no reason to suppose them to be untypical of 

views held by fellow officers. 

2. The original intention of the papel' was to identify 

specific practical pl'oblsms experienced und.er t...'1.e present 

system and this was the aspect discussed with fellow officers. 

The consensus of. opinion, if I may use th.e term without 

presenti,ng statistics to support it, appears to be that there 

are, in fact, few specific problems encountered under the 

present systemo This presupposing that the Judges Rules are 

adhered to from the earliest stage of the en~uiry or detention • 

The Judges h.ules hn.ve, after their many years of application, 

become recognised as a safeguard for investigated and investigator 

alike and the main concel'n expressed, and one I share, is that 

protection of the in.YJ.ocent or ignorant tel the invulnerabili 1.7 of 

the guilty or calculating. This very 1"'ea1 fear is potentially 

counter-producti ve in the present 8i t'Uation, where repol'ts are 
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being submitted to The Commission.. .The evidence presented 

by libertarian and legalist groups frequently has the effect 

of restricting the capacity of the Folice to det·ect crime. It 

is possible under these conditions for there to be an overstateman~ 

at: PolJ.ce requl.re::nents l.u au <;I. t. t.empll t.o offset this effect. 

The perspectives and motives of those submitting e:v"'idence vli11 

ine-.,ri tab1y i:nfluer.ce the l'.--:oblems they each identify and thatig 

suggesteC. solutions to those problems. 

3. I Will begin by explaining the potential problems at 

present known to me, accepting that there will be many I have 

omi tted. I will then take this oportuni ty to respond to those 

questions,contained in the Commission's Consultative Paper, 

published in August this year, about which I believe I can 

usefully comment~ My comments in this latter section will be 

made within the context of the existing adversary system of 

justice. I presume that the ,ddel' Cluestion as to whether an 

alternative, examining, system would be more effective would 

be outside the Commission's terms of reference. 

PRACTICAL PROBL.:ilHS 

4. A most recently debated practical problem is that of 

.Police 'porlers' in relation to the searching of persons ill 

custody and the retention of their property. The now traditional, 

often oonsidered virtual common law, practice has been thrown 

into some degree of confusion by the decision in R.v.Angel~ 

Naylor. Iviost Policemen will contend that they cannot, with all 

dU.e respect to legal precedent, be overly inhibited by the 

decision. The officer arresting, or supervisory of£icer receivigg, 

a person knows that he or she is open to far greater {~ri ticism 

should there be any untoward incident as a result of a failure to 
, 

search for and often remove property from prisoners. Experienced 

charge office staff are highly aware of the dangers which can be 

caused by the seemingly most inoffensive articles and, from their 

concern for both the safety of their charges and their own 

security, are likely to continue the traditional practice largely 

unalter£d. the ~lot which mus~ be mads t however~ is that thA 

situation should be regularised by statute in order that the 

responsibility for this ~jpe of decision may be lifted from 

indi vidual offricerso 



5. ~his lack of legislative provision is also found in. 

relation to pl'e-arrest powers to detain and questiono These 

matters haye been discussed at le~~th by those sub~.tting 

evidence to the CoIIll!li.ssion and I '1{Quld limit my cOJJ:crlents to 

the practical fact that the most successful catchers of those 

who break the lai'l are those lo1ho stop and question persons 

found in all kinds of si tuatiO:l3 o It is im~vi table that large 

numbers, perhaps a large proportion, of those ~ue3tioned are 

about their laWful business. r't is largely a matter of 
~ 

interpersonal relations as to whethe:b the person questioned 

resents this contact and here the Policeman's attitude and 

approach are imIortant but so is the responsiveness of the 

general publico Nora time and facility for leisure, greater 

personal mobility and increasing emphasis ullon individual 

freedom have contributed to the compleri ty of "That it is that 

justifiabl¥ arouses suspicion. The ansl'fer to ~uestion 40 of 

the Consultative Paper, a. single basis for a pOiiar to stop 

and search, has, thus, become extremely problematic. \,hile 

the Coomission may find an a~2wer f~lm the balanoe of evid~nce 

before it I feel that any indi vidual respo~se \'I'Ould be incomplete .. 

The basis of suspioion. is frequently intangible and. What 

consti tutes ureasonable su.spicion" ( -iuestio·IJ. 41 ) com:plex to 

define. I would comment1 however, that if a statutory basis' 

for a po\<fer to stop and search weTe to be formulated then 

"reasonable suspicionll would eventually, i tSf,\lf, become defined. 

If this were not done by statute then it 'iI'ouJ.d develolle from 

legal precedent and in the gestation period the responsibiJit,y 

would again be carried by the Police, having their judgement 

on the street tested in the Courtso This process was 

classical~ demonstrated by the multitude of cases following 

the Road Safety Act, 1967. If the problem is to be met, and 

as a Policeman I hope that it is, then it must be done 

cpmprehensively. If statutol7 authority for search, and 

questiOning, were available there 'IfQuld be less room for any 

resentment a't the interpersonal level. The 1egi timate citizen 

would have nothing' to f~!' A~td 't.~e Po 1:!.oere2.I! would f~e1 th!l.t 

his professionalism Was acknowledgede Only the illegitimate 

character would stand to 10S90 



6. The question of vehicle seaJ;'ches, -tLlestion 42, can 

only be answered in the affirmative. I'hl.ch modern day crime 

has a vehicular aspect at some stage in the chain of events p 

and it is frequently after the crime itself, and stolen items 

or weapons can be more effectively concealed in a vehicle than 

on the person. 

1. There is evidently concern over the possible abuse of 
'\ 

po~ers such as those discussed above but I ,iQuld suggest that 

there is already a comprehensi va safeguard provided by the 

Police Complaints procedureo rl"1le monitoring of success rates 

suggested would be dependent upon records kept by Policemen 

and would be of limited use because of their being actually or 

conjecturally incomplete. If this monitoring were to contain 

a possibi1:i ty that a certai.n "success" level was ,.expecte1 then 

it liould b'ecome so inhi bi ting as to make the provision largely 

useless. The issue of forms to those checked would be a 

useful safeguardo As I have said above, the circumstances of 

stop/check situations are frequently unspecific and full 

suspicion of criminal activity often formed subsequently, the 

"reasonable suspicion!! and the basis of the power would have 

to be determined with this in vie\-T. Of such unspecific beginings 

are ma~ "good arrests" made. At present if the officer proves 

to be correct in his suspicion he may be commended by the Court 

but if he is wrong he is open to formal complaint or legal 

action however llnSubstantiated. It is a reflection of the tact 

and diplomaqy of Policemen that these checks relatively 

seldom have these consequences while many crimes are detected 

in this wa:y. It is possible tha.t if present general attitudinal 

trends continue fewer crimes will be detected unless there is 

some element of compulsj.on to cooperate with investigators. 

'llhe greater part of the population are, hor,Tever reluctantly, 

cooperative in such matters but they are not often those whose 

cooperation is most necessar,r. 

8. A different problem encountered is that refered to, 

in part, on page 13 of the Consultative Paper, the attendance 

of persons at Police Stations in COM.e.e,\"ion Yith the intavic.w 

or examination of certain categories of detainee. The atten~~nce 

of solicitors I will discuss later in connection with that of 

the options contained on page 3 of the Papero In the case of 

Juveniles the generally acknowledged reason for an adult's 



attendance \ ,;;Uestion 36 ) is that the juvenile is unfit to 

protect his O\.,rn interesto In the light of t.'lis reasoning 

1;he Policeman must await such attendance, occasionally 

necessitating hours of delay, in order to ensure, that he is 

n..ot open to subsequent allegations that the young person was 

coerced into any admission~ This latter allegation iqould not 

be prevented if the possibility of the juvenile waiving the 

right to adult Gttendance ( ).uestion 37 ) was introdaced. It 

may be possible for the guardian to make such waiver but this 

too '::vuld present problems as juvenile crimip.ality is not 

disassociated ld th a lack of parental interest, although it is 

sometimes accompanied bzr a later pax9utal willingness to 

complain as to Police conduct. In the absence of the ability 

to obtain a guardian's attendance officers of welfar'e 

organisations are sometimes contacted but there appE:!ars to be 

a, perhaps understandable, reluctance for such officers to 

become inv'Olved in this axea. One aUSi'Ter may be to specify' 

some time limit upon attendance but the diversity of individual 

circumstances would make this problematic. 

9. .Another situation where· attendance can present problems 

is in relation to detention under the provisions of the Hental 

Health Act. A Police Station is, probably, the most common 

ini tial place of safet"Y but is no'\; the most appropriate place$ 

:Jelay in attendance of the requisite tl'fO Medical Practi t:i.oners 

can, however, mean a. distressed person being held for some 

considerable time. This 8i tuation has further complications 

where the Doctors feel unable to commit the individual for 

treatment althot~h the Police officer in charge feels u~~appy 

about allowing the person to leave the Station. Although the 

officer could rest upon the fact that medical opinion had been 

given, it is still his decision to release the indiv.idual in 

pp"ysicalte;~s, a .decision I'lhioh is not often easy. 

Til.;;) CONSULT.ATIV~ P.qj?~i1. 

10. The most extensive pI'oposi tions contained in the Paper. 

a:res pro.~Qly~ tht)se relating to the structure of the prosecution 

system. Of the three options set out on page 3, I consider 

Option A to have considerable merit while I would express doubts 

about the other two optionso At present not all Police Forc\]s 



have Frosecuting Solicitors d?-partments, in more widely dispersed 

geographical locations the system of ad-hoc consultation with, and 

engagement of, solicitors in Frivate practice is probably more 

et:onomically to advan;tage. The economiG:s !!lust, how'ever, include 

the commitment of Poli~e manpower. Although prosecuting offioe~ 

duty has been considered to be valuable experience, a.ssisting the 

officel' responsible for making decisions as to whether cases 

reported have the necessB-~ evidential ingredients; it is not 

an essential Police function. At a. time ~'i'hen conditions are 

demanding the review of Police establishments this is one 

possible area in which a saving could be made, il/'hether the 

saving i'i'Ould include an, overall financial benefi'c'is,. perhaps, 

doubtful. The greater availability of a pool of legal advisers 

specialising in criminal law 'Iiould certainly be of advantage. 

Wlile it would not remove from the Policeman M.s need to knoii 

the law, as is at present necessary, it would assist where more 

complex charges were being considered. 

11. In all of the options it appears to l)e accepted that 

the Police must hold the initiative up until the time of charging. 

Under Options Band C this WQuld, presumab~·. be subject to 

review by the Local or National Prosecutor's Office. Th:ts I see 

as having two possible detramenta1 effects. Firstly the charging 

officer will, over time I grow less confident that ,what he 

decides to charge will be supported, particularly where different 

policy criteria develop between Police and Prosecutor's Office. 

Thi~ latter point is possible where the two elements are at 

differing distances from the situation and from the consequences 

of decisions. The second effect is that~ expecting a review of 

their actions, charging officers may opt for the most readily 

proven charge, leaving the legal experts to follow up with 

Whatever more leisurelY deliberations can formulate. This 

could lead to a less than certain situation for those accused 

than is at present ,commonly applicable. In connection with this 

there is the complication of bail. ~ile present personnel 

remain unchanead t.b..:;;so decisiom:i 'rd~l prObably Iu:i'i; become 

problematic but in time their ~ccessors could adopt the attitudes 

I have described. If this occurs 'there Will be delays in bail: 

more frequent amendment or addition of charges and increased use 

_ . -__,of. the. provision of. release ,as under Section .38(2),. lolagistrates " 
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12. The further that decisions are remov~d :from the operational 

Police Station situation the less advantage there is to tha Police 

and, I reel, to the majority of accused persons.. There are 

advantages under Options .a and £ to the offender iiho wishes to 

delay his Court appearance and for Law Graduates \4ho 1ofould see 

a considerable grol'lth in their oportunities for employment. It 

seems unlikely, ho\ .. ever~ that t.lJ.e relatively fixed incomes provided 

by suCh a public Office would attract the best of those qua~tfied. 

The more li::ni ted numbers required under Option .d. may, hO"li'ever, 

permi t a continuation of those posi ti vely deciding upon I-ublic 

service being recl'lli ted., ~'\ '"'tl if I am beir..g' overly pessemi,stic 

about the quality of recruiting under Opt.ions Band C i-1; is sti.ll 

inevi table that the 6ffices will be, or become l bureaucrati(lally 

structured with the more able movj.ng to the higher posts or moving 

out into private practice.. In either case it could result ill the 

le~st axperienced or less able who arc those actual~ engaged in 

providing advice or adyocacy.,. 

130 :aefore I leav'e this aspect of tht> Commission's deliberations 

I would also comment that few of the decisions as to prosecution, 

or the formulation of charges; are problematic because of ~~e law 

iD"lolvedo They are, rather, decisions of a SOCial, or even 

compassionate, nature iihien laTt'lYers , with their legalistic 

training, are no more well e:luiped to d.eal than are Policemen 

1'li th experience of people in all sorts and conditions of social 

en\~ronment. The juvenile or senile first offenders at present 

cautioned at an early stage will not be advantaged if the 

decision process j.s lengthened. 

14. The question of uniformity and consistancy appears to be 

considered an important goal by some witnesses before the 

Commission. If this goal is va.lid, and variations in localised 

conditions lead me to doubt that it is, then I can see no more 

efficient means of eff'ecting it than th.rough the diSCiplined 

structure of the Police Service, iii th the Association of Chief 

Police Officers as the national 1i~~. That this Association has 

a.~ided any l!'i.oid iMposition of unlfol.'mi~y :perhaps inC1ica'tes i 1;8 

appreciation of the ina.dvi~abili ty of such a cc.urse of a.ction. 

Condi tions. and therefore pr1.cri tit'ls, -vary between areas and, in 

ar~,'3.s7 bet1'-leen times, a lack of fletib:i.li'C·y as to discretion i·rould 

do nothing to enhance justice and this must be the prima.r-.:r objective 



how is it to be achieved, short of rigid and exhaustive bureaucratic 

controls? It is not ali'lays achieved by even the present Director 

of Public Prosecutions Office and I cannot see hO,f a 'lastly enlarged 

organisation could improve upon that si mation. 

150 To refer briefly to the matter of minority groups, broached 

by :~estion 47, this matter is frequently, if not invariably, 

overstressed. I do not intend. to imply that no probl,:;:ms exist but 

to contend that the emphasis it receives does a disser~Tice to both 

the Police and the bulk of those who are members of those minorities. 

The law) the legal system and, more specifically in this context, 

criminal procedure lIlUst hold a status of e.quali ty of application. 

Provisions already exist for many minority groups to ob~ain redress 

for discrimination and those not yet catered for should, pel~aps, 

be provided with similar support. I do not think that it would 

enhance legal procedure reforms i,f provision for specific minorities 

was created in this context. 

16. The matter of exclusionary rules, page 16 of the Paper, must, 
I feel, be placed in perspecti 'Va ·(i~:thin the system of policing 

adopted in B:d tain, with its very real checks 1.:q:\:In i11egi timate 

methods. Evidence is such only on the basiS ':If its admisibili ~r 

and acceptabili~J before the Courts, otherw~se it cannot be classed 

as evidence. If, as is the situation in some countriea where an 

exclusionary rule is applied, evidence which is absolutely valid, 

but for its circumstance of discovery, is barred then only the 

guilty benefito There is little justice evident where crime becomes 

unprosecutable simply because the evidence .ie.S found accidentally 

while a different enquiry was being pursued. 

CONCLUSIOn 

17. I do not propose to conolude with a summing up of my . 
comments, for they have been necessarily disconuected responses to 

various aspects of the Commission's field of enquiry. I \'(Ould 

rather make some comment upon an aspect specifically excluded from 

the Consul tati ve Paper, at page 11, the questi.on of the mom to,l"ing 

of interviewso There appeal' to be three main methods advooated, the 

personal attendance. of a legal advise.T. a:adio or viQeQ) tape recorcu.ng. 

The first of these would require large munbers of such advlsors, 

whether structu]:ed on the present system of independent practitioners 

backed by state legal aid finances or on a cOffiple'tely Ue'lT system of 

Public Defenderso I have alreaqy refered to the p=esent difficulty 



experienced at times re£a.rding the attendance of legal advisors .. 

I would add that, ~Tere attendance to be an imposed requirement, 

it is likely that jtu:i.or members of staff would be allocated this 

duty. The result could xell be that clients are invariably 

advised to sim~ly say nothing. Inexperi~nce and pressure from 

the knoi'l'ledge that a more semor partner will eventually take 

over the case cou.ld eq,ual1y lead to this becoming the favoured 

course to adopt" Although, in an ideal :.;orld perhaps, evidence 

If QuId always be available in such a co v.clusi ve form as to make 

interview unecessarJ, in reality this is often not the situation. 

The ev.i.dence which is available is often fraginented and even 

incomplete and frequently needs to be tested against the explanation 

of!~eredJ or obtained by fair and legitimate interview.. These 

interviews can, not infre!luently d.o., have the effect of eliminating 

persor.s, at a relati vely e~r1y stage, from an investigation in ''Thich 

other fa.ctors p-Jinted to their strong implication. Two significan't 

'luestions arrisa. At what stage of an enquiry is an advisor to 

be required and under 1i'hat circumstances, if any, will it be 

legitimate to proceed with an interv~ew without such attendance 

despite attempts to obtain it by the Police. 

18~ In dealing wi'ch tape recording there are factors COIlll!Km 

to both audio and video systems, those of technical failure and 

tampering. The intentional " ma.1:functicn 11 could no doubt be 

arranged by any officer not wanting to tape his interview and 

this }?Ossibili ty Will no doubt occur to defence advocates vIhere 

a defect has prevented taping. Such aSSertions would be difficult 

to refutel especially 'ihere, !n~LVing had adv-lce or second thoughts 

on the matter, a defendant decides to deny an earlier statement of 

admission. Both types of recording, but especially audio, are open 

to the critiCism of editing~ I would expect in all but the most 

elemel1tary of cases that there would be a need to edi t~ unless 

transcripts or replays are to be extremely time consuming to 

recei ve in evidence. In the course of most interviews the:re are 

um'ecorded e:{changes between the parties to the interview which 

are not directly, l?erhaps not even indirectly,_ relevant to the 

maiter in hand and wM.cn are not ailii:ii.as:t~l~ :i'(l e.vidence... :!.·,r.,e 

exclusion of these exchanges, whether done at the time or later 

is open to abLl.ses by up.scl':'I.l.pulous intervie,\iers and exploitation 

by desperate def'enders.. If the length of i''ntervieVTs is reduced 
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to avoid this cri ticiG!ll then the success rate for crime detection 

.>Till drcpo One possible means of m.i tigating this effect could be 

the introduction of measures wbich re~uire defendants to provide 

cross examinable explanations for their actions or activitieso If 

no editing is permitted then both interviewer and interviewed. \ull 

be in!1.ibited, if it is permitted the interviewer and editor ':,i11 

freq,uently find themselves being challenged before the Courts" 

19. One aspect of audio tape recording which will, no doubt, 

soon occur to many intervieliees is the obvious absence of visual 

record and consequent importance of all sound reproduced." '.~hat, 

I wcnder, would be the reaction of Courts and defence advocates 

where an interviewee se'es fit to make urgent exclamations indicating 

non-verbal intimidation? Huch of this ::>roblem liould be avoided by 

video :z.·ecord.ing but even then interviewers will have to be cautious 

about their gestures and expressions, and operators of their camera 

angles, to be sure of avoiding alegations and criticism. I teas 

concerned to see, on a television programme, an example of an 

interview cond~cted by a,Folice officer in the United states of 

America, evidently intended to convince the viewing public of the 

benefi ts of video recording. In the space of minutes, indicated by 

a clock intended to prevent editing, a man. i'l'aS introduced\) intervie·tled, 

and made a. full cOI1..:f'ession to lDUrder. I can only conclude that, if 

this ~ias not a complete fabrication., the subjeqt had beer:. selected 

very carefully for his unusual dispossi tion to respond favourabl$ 

to a~ ~uestion put to him. It would be a total misconception if 

a.DiV0ne were to believe that the video tape to '\Ilhich I refer liaS in 

any way representative of the discourse undertaken in such interviews. 

Few suspe:cted of serious orime make un..".lolici ted confessions of their 

guilt and this recording gave little credit to the patience, persistance 

and experience required in the interview situation. 

20. 14y final point is to express concern at the apparent lack. 

on the part of some Witnesses who have made known their submissions 

to the Commission, of a sense of justice in other than unilateral 

terms. Justice must not on~ mean that the innocent are protected 

from wrongful convi cti,on b1}_i: also 'Ghat there is a. reasonable 

ex.pectation tha.t the guilty T,.'ill be declared thus before the Courts o 

Increased controls and reduced flexibility in relation to criminal 

procedures have not, except in minor specific areaS, been compensated 

by revision of Police powers. The application of the Judzes Rules, 

_ a safeguard acknowledged -by Police,· defenders and Courts, has become 
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not thus recorded or witnessed. ilhatever revisions are made to 

the criminal procedure they must be designed w"i th the need to 

facill tate criminal detection as one of their central p'.lrposas • 




